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Summary

This thesis is a research concerning
a series of economic changes and
those influences in an urban space.
The aim is to explore a relationship between economic structure
and urban shape. This research is
divided in two parts. The first part
is to review urban dynamics of an
actual city, Breda, under theoretical
framework. The second part is to
propose an alternative concerning
an urban problem which is exposed
by the previous research, through
urban design.
INTRODUCTION
In the past years, many cities in the
Netherlands, especially Brabant
cities, have undergone changes of
urban fabric corresponding to economic structure shift. The welfare
model as an industrial city established after the Second World War
is restructured under sophisticating process of industrial structure
and Globalization of market. This

change can be encapsulated to
three points. The first one is dismantlement of urban fabric in an
inner city by decline of manufacturing. The second thing is change of
urban networks caused by integration of EU and Globalization. The
last point is development of urban
edges driven by the change of urban networks. Through the three
process, Breda’s urban fabric are
changed, and as a result it becomes a city with intensive porosity
like a sponge. The aim of design is
to explore and propose a new strategic urban model which can meet
social needs and economic feasibility by restructuring the urban structure with porosity.
METHODOLOGY
The basic perspective is to consider that the porosity is not only local
spatial problem, but also macro-regional economic problem. Therefore, instead of just giving a new

local function to the porosity like
traditional urban designs, this research and solution are reversely
defined from a regional perspective
of the Euro-urban networks to a local solution.
Therefore, in order to find a sustainable urban model, the strategic
model is researched from two perspectives; position in Globalized
economic networks and local potentials. Under the view point of the
economic networks, Breda is located in a strategic node of a global urban networks; Rotterdam, Antwerp,
and Brabant cluster. On the other
hand, from a local perspective, the
city has a spatial qualities and an
urban structure as a mid-size city.
These two contradictory characteristics, global and local, are a unique
identity of Breda. These are considered as foundations for a new strategy to solve the urban problem. A
concept, The Global Rural, is pro-

posed as a new strategy to combine the previous factors of Breda
in this research. A life style in a midsize city is not restricted in a locality concept, but is dealt with as an
urban repositioning strategy under
the global urban networks.
Under this context, urban porosity
which is caused by the new economic structure change is re-used
as an asset of urban restructuring
for repositioning the city under new
urban networks. The porosity is
considered as a strategic start point
to formulate a new urban structure
which can intensify the mid-size
city characteristics and can support a unique life style as a global
rural. For this, two social needs,
urban renewal process and water
management (Room for water), is
strategically combined. These two
things formulate a mutual complement relationship. The urban porosity provides spaces for water man-

agement, and the water system
functions as a financial solution and
a catalyst to boost the urban revitalization process, intensifying a new
rural quality.
RESULT AND CONCLUSION
Slow urbanism and landscape urbanism are proposed as solutions
for urban design to spatially integrate all the previous strategies.
Through a long term process, the
porosity is combined as a big open
space, formulating an urban water
system. As time goes by, nature
restoration process changes the
big open space into green-blue
axis. This green-water system
which is made through slow process becomes a space for new interventions based on rural quality.
Through the process, the old industrial urban structure of the city centre
is changed into a new green-urban
fabric. As a result, this new urban
fabric is combined with a globalized

high speed lane. As mentioned before, this combination of two infrastructure, green and transportation,
and its locational uniqueness in the
Euro-networks give new identity as
a Global Rural to Breda.
In this research, design is not a
realization of an ideal urban form,
but a result from a series of urban
strategies. Landscape and water
management as design methodologies to solve the urban porosity
are considered as not scenery, but
a working system to restructure the
existing urban system. Instead of a
strict master plan, through a flexible
strategy, Breda is slowly changed
into a new city. As a result, Breda is
newly repositioned in the globalized
Euro-urban networks.
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Economic structure and urban shape

1.1. Economic structure and urban shape

Introduction

Welfare plan (Janssen, 2013)

An urban shape and its economic
structure are linked with each other
tightly. Economy is not just a program which is contained in a city.
Rather, it is a framework to manipulate and formulate an urban shape.
(Esser & Hirsch, 1994) Therefore,
shift of Industrial structure and reorganization of urban network by
Globalization influence urban structures and shapes.(Knox, 1997) As a
result, in order to make a new urban
solution and design, it is very important to understand the dynamics
between economic condition and
urban structure. This research will
review how a series of economic
changes are related with an urban
structure, around Breda region.

Manufacturing and Brabant city
Brabant region was a crucial location while the Netherlands after the
post-war period carried out indus10

Post industrialization in the
Netherlands

trialization. The economic needs
influenced the Brabant plan. The
Welfare Plan for Brabant region
shows a relation between the social
needs and urban planning. Promotion of manufacturing as a national need and rural life as a social
need influenced urban planning of
Brabant, and thus, the region was
reformed as a cluster of small cities.(Janssen, 2013) Each city with
self-sufficient economic engine like
manufacturing is connected with
each other as networks.
This urban model has been recognized as one of the most successful
industrial area until the Netherlands
undergoes
post-industrialization.
The urban model represented a
tension between industrialized nation model and welfare nation model. In urban scale, a dense industrial
area and modern residence blocks
adjacent to the factories defined its
scenery. Brabant cities including
Breda are an embodiment of socio-economic structure.

The Netherlands after the Second
World War intensively made investment to manufacturing in order to
boost its economy and to reduce
unemployment. This economic
strategy was successful, and the
nation became one of the most
successful industrialised countries
in Europe. However, as technology
is sophisticated and the economy
gets higher value-added one, manufacturing have been reduced, and
thus, the old urban model undergoes deterioration.(Boelens, 2009)

ture change.
Decline of manufacturing and increase of high value-added industries influences urban spatial structure in diverse ways.(Gospodini,
2006) While old manufacturing industrial area became deteriorated
in Breda, new office and science
parks for the new industries with
higher added value were built in
new constructing urban areas or
urban peripheries. Sometimes, old
industrial areas were changed in order to house new functions through
Location of Philips business sites in 1970, 1994,
and 2004 (Boelens, 2009)

Manufacturing based on labour
forces lose their competitiveness
against the developing countries
such as China and Eastern Europe
supported by cheaper labour forces. Sometime, industry itself moves
out to the countries to find cheap labours. Decline of the Philips business site shows the post-industrialization in the Netherlands and
Brabant, symbolically. (Boelens,
2009) As the manufacturing share
graph, manufacturing share of GDP
in the Netherlands has been declined continuously. Brabant cities
including Breda, based on manufacturing industries are profoundly
affected from this economic struc-

Manufacturing share of
GDP Current National
Currency Units 1970 to
2010
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regeneration projects. This series
of process changed the existing urban hierarchy and system. The water front regeneration of Amsterdam
and S-strip of Eindhoven are examples to show relations between the
economic shift and urban change.
Breda centre is also undergoing
this kind of urban change. Many
food-manufacturing which were
main economic engine of the city
moved out to other countries and
cities, and thus the urban centre
becomes vacant.

Globalization, Corridor development, and Breda repositioning
Establishing of EU and spread of
Euro-corridor
(Priemus & Zonneveld, 2003)

Globalization influenced European urban networks. EU changed a
concept of border aiming economic cooperation and integrated development. Physical barriers and
economic walls were removed. The
series of changes reshaped urban
networks and structures. Cities
which were organized as an entity
in a nation-state became re-organized on a new matrix, so called Globalized economy.(Matusitz, 2010)
From the view point of urban level, urban dynamics in relation to
the corridor development became
stronger at places along the urban
arteries. It was because the economic integration meant connection of metropolitans with strong
economic powers from the spatial
point of view. As a result, infrastructure arises as important criteria of
the development. Infrastructure
becomes not only a method for
transportation, but also a catalyst.
(Priemus & Zonneveld, 2003)
As mentioned earlier, cities in Europe get re-organized along main
metropolitans and corridors to connect them, like the figure, Euro-corridor. Development of Breda and
construction of high speed lane
during the last decade are related
with this consolidating phenomenon of the Euro-corridor. The city is

12

located in the centre of connection
between Randstad and Flemish Diamond, and is influenced from both
of the two mega-city regions. As a
node to connect the two Euro-ports,
Breda is repositioning itself on the
new economic matrix; from Brabant
networks to Euro networks.
As mentioned before, Breda functioned as a city in the Brabant cluster
during the past decades, but now,
the relationship between Breda and
two metropolitan regions such as
Randstad and Flemish Diamond is
being reorganized corresponding
to development of infrastructure
and euro-corridor.(Ceuster, Voge,
Chen, & Kievit, 2010)
In addition to the infrastructure consolidation, development of Chasse
Park with the second biggest casino in Europe implies that urban
functions of Breda are not locally
restricted in Breda territory and are
being combined with the two metropolitans. It appears that this trend is
going to be strengthened, and thus,
Breda’s urban functions will be
re-organized into complementary
relation with the two metropolitan.
Even though this urban change is
different with general development
type of edge city, it appears that,
at least from the point of functional
view, the city will work as an edge

city by complementary economic
structure and strong functional connectivity with the two metropolitans,
as Joachim Burdack and Marco
Bontje considered Randstad and
Paris region as European edge cities.(Bontje & Burdack, 2005) As a
result, these urban networks function as a gigantic horizotal metropolis, which is originally Paola Viganò’s concept to explain a diffuse
urban condition (Viganò, 2013).
All in all, an urban change which
Breda nowadays undergoes is a
phenomenon caused by appearance of Euro-corridor and change
of networks dynamics. Macro-level
change of urban structure and networks influence micro urban economy and spatial structure, and is
re-positioning the small city.

Urban restructuring; Inner
city and urban edge under
the new economic networks
In the Netherlands, especially Brabant region, change of economic
hierarchy and industrial structure
which is mentioned before made
urban fabric of inner cities changed.
Brabant region has been considered a typical model of ‘dispersed
city’, and economic structure based
on manufacturing helped the cities
13

Deconstruction of CSM factory in Breda
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to be organized based on central
place model. Each city was constructed with independent communities and amenities, and intended
as a complete entity. However, the
manufacturing economy were however changed to service industries,
and mobility between cities was
increased. As a result, the central
place model is changing to a networks model.(Meijers, 2007)
Under this context, according to
Meijers, hierarchy of function does
not coincide with hierarchy of city,
anymore. This implies that relation between cities is horizontal as
well as vertical. Further, this shows
that complementary between cities
arises around hierarchy of function
rather than city.(Meijers, 2007) Network city come up around corridor
and transportation system, forming
specific economical realm.
Under this dynamics change, urban edge is changed to a new
economic core from a periphery.
(Burgers, 1995) While an urban
centre functions as an economic
centre as well as community core
in cities based on the central place
model, urban edges around infrastructure under the networks model
plays a role of new economic engine based on better accessibility.
(Garreau, 2011) This phenomenon
14

is a change which Breda underwent
during the last decades. Logistics
and commercial facilities were rapidly increased at the urban edge,
and thus the city was inflated horizontally. This is caused by locational speciality and dynamics’ change
of the higher urban networks.

Breda and urban reshaping
As mentioned before, Breda has
changed itself under big waves
such as economic change of global
scale and urban hierarchy; from an
industrial city model based on manufacturing and the welfare state
model to a networks city in the Euro
corridor.
These change of economic structure and networks can be encapsulated in so-called ‘post-industrial
landscape’ as an urban transformation process. According to
Doevendans, this transformation
process is defined as (dialectic)
twin-phenomenon;
de-/intensification, de-/differentiation, and
de-/densification.(Doevendans,
Glaudemans, Smeets, & Meulder,
2002) In Breda case, this phenomenon is represened to densification
and intensification of urban edge,
and on the other hand, quality deterioration and de-densification of

urban center.
Decline of its old industrial area
and increase of logistics and service industries at its urban edge
are results that macro scale economic dynamic is projected to spatial dimension. Especially, during
the last decades, Breda is rapidly
inflated based on office demands
from Randstad and Flemish region
quantitatively.(Dekker, 2011) However, new growth engine did not replace the existing urban fabric, and
instead, moved to urban edges to
find new sites which have the most
suitable condition for the new facilities(Henderson & Mitra, 1996).
The series of urban changes remained a remarkable trace in Breda. While the city is inflated by economic success, the urban centre
becomes vacant by deteriorated
and outdated industrial area. As a
result, this process changes urban
fabric of Breda to sponge shape.
Synchronism of economic development and porosity increase is a result of the economic process which
Breda has undergone.

Industrial network and
urban structure

Real estate dynamics of
Breda in relation with
industrial change

Synchronism between
economic development
and urban porosity:
Development of jobs in
Breda
(Rabobank Breda,
2011)

Porous city and recession
As mentioned before, the porosity
of Breda urban fabric is a product
15
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of its economic change. However,
this spatial problem is proceeding
more severely by the economic recession. Decrease of economic activities by the recession is increasing the urban porosity. Abandoned
industrial areas deteriorate spatial
qualities and livability of the inner
city. Reduction of economic facilities decreases vitality and activity of
urban life in the centre. Especially, a
break-down of the old sugar cluster,
a series of food factories built along
train line in Breda, has strongly affected its neighbourhood.

Urban porosity map of Breda

a new vision should be made from
a new view point. It needs to be a
vision to restructure the existing
urban fabric through a gradual and
piecemeal approach, by interpreting the present urban problem from
a new perspective.(Kauko, 2010)
The next chapter is a research and
at the same time, an experiment
concerning this urban problems of
Breda.

Concluding remark
Cities which underwent urban
changes before the recession was
able to solve those porosity problem of old industries areas and to
restructure their urban fabrics corresponding to new economic dynamics, through intensive urban
renewal projects based on good
economic condition and opulent
budgets. However, the previous renewal method is not effective any
more under the present economic
situation.
Now, Breda is facing a unique challenge; urban restructuring under recession. Therefore, in order to overcome the old regeneration method,
16
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Adaptive urban planning as a vision

2.1. Adaptive urban planning as a vision:
‘Three Metropolitans’ and ‘Global Rural’

Regional context and quality
as solution and opportunity;
Global Networks and Global
Rural
Homogenization between cities
by Globalization and economic integration ironically makes local
qualities and speciality more important than ever. It is because local
uniqueness functions as an asset
in urban market and competition. At
the same time, consumers based
on hyper-mobility and dynamic
economy are weakening effectiveness of master plan methodology
based on a utopianism. Rather, local context and qualities get to have
more value in this changed society.(Hartman, Rauws, & Beeftink,
2011)
From this perspective, this research
deals with local quality and possibility as a design subject. In addi-

tion, this is a study about how these
conditions formulate a new vision.
Therefore, relationship between the
locality and new social needs is a
crucial factor to draw a conclusion
and a subject of research.
The previous planning concept
based on global urban networks is
re-interpreted in urban spatial structure of Breda. For example, Amsterdam zuid development shows that,
in multidirectional and multi-centred
urban networks, not only mono-centric urban model is not effective anymore, but also urban center and
urban edge should be organically
developed with complementariness
under a holistic point of view.(Bertolini & Salet, 2003) Therefore, the
re-qualification strategy concerning
local quality under the global networks is strategically combined with
spatial structures of post-industrial
landscape such as de-/densifica20

tion, de-/intensification, and de-/differentiation(Doevendans, Glaudemans, Smeets, & Meulder, 2002),
under a holistic point of view, by
changing qualities between urban
edge and urban center in order to
combine two counterpart concepts;
‘Global networks’ and ‘Global rural’.

Changing social needs as an
alternative; Climate change
and life style change
From geographical point of view,
Breda is located in edge between
delta and Brabant, and from economic point of view, in a mid-size
city cluster around Randstad, so
called the Central Netherlands Urban Ring.(Priemus, 1998) (Under
globalized urban connection, this
matrix is extended, and the cluster is repositioned as a mid-size
city cluster between three metropolitans; Rotterdam, Antwerp, and

Ruhr region.) As a result, climate
change which can affect delta ecology and environment, and life style
shift which can influence the existing real estate market are important
conditions to make a new vision
(Heins, 2004). Rising water level
and increasing rain fall caused by
climate change, and a unique life
style of mid-size cities based on
combination between rural qualities and urban conveniences(Zandbelt, Berg, Klein, & Kromdijk, 2010)
should be considered as pivotal parameters. From this point of view,
this research is intended to propose
a new urban vision through local
characteristics and social needs of
Breda. At the same time, this approach is to de-construct outdated
dichotomy of urban and rural as a
political legacy from 1950.(Molema,
2012)

Delta landscape and Brabant networks

Mid size city networks: Three Metropolitans and Global Rural
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2.2. Threat as a resource and a possibility

Threat as a resource
Normally, threat is considered as
a disaster. However, evolution and
development of living creatures
are always caused from a threat.
Environmental change promotes
change of living creatures, and
forms new metabolism by re-redefining interrelation between an organism and its environment. As a
result, from macroscopic point of
view, a threat is a part of a dynamic
process rather than a disaster. The
important thing is that what kind
of possibility a new environmental
change has, and how the existing
mechanism adapts to the new situation.

Urban problem as a possibility
The effects of the global crises on the Netherlands, 2000-12
GDP per capita in PPP constant USD
OECD(2013), “Gross domestic product”,
OECD(database)(accessed on 11 October 2013)
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Considering that a city is a system
which has its unique metabolism,
an evolutionary process of a living

creature gives a clue to deal with
a city as an organism. As a result,
urban problem caused by industrial and economic change needs to
be considered as a resource rather
than a threat. For this, the next two
assumptions can be proposed.
1. What if Breda can use porosities
itself as a resource?
2. What if Breda can use recession
itself as an opportunity?
The previous assumptions are
questions about how urban problems which are described in the
previous chapter are re-defined as
resources, and can be used. From
this perspective, the next chapter is
a research about how urban porosity and recession can be exploited
as a resource to re-organize the
outmoded urban structure and new
life style.
23

Restructuring of vacancy
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From fighting vacancy to enjoying porosity

2.3. From fighting vacancy to enjoying porosity

to function as a catalyst to change
Strategic framework;
Temporary reserved area as the outmoded urban structure to a
post-industrial urban structure.
a urban restructuring strategy and natural restoration Process reverse
process as a real estate value
As mentioned earlier, vacancy of
Breda is a phenomenon caused by
re-structuring of economic structure. Therefore, this is not a temporary event. Rather, the urban
vacancy problem should be considered as an inevitable factor. On one
hand, the phenomenon is a problem to disturb the existing urban
structure, but on the other hand,
the vacancy problem can be considered as an opportunity to make a
big open space in the city, from the
positive point of view. While industrial areas in the existing city played
a role as an economic engine of the
past decades, the new vacancy as
an open space have a possibility

Process concept
of re-development plan

24

Economic recession has reduced
urban dynamics by withering economic activities. While cities which
experienced post industrialization
before the recession such as Amsterdam and Eindhoven was able
to achieve those urban restructuring based on increasing real estate
value, Breda is experiencing difficulty to find investment to develop
vacant lands. Further, the present
situations will not be improved until end of the recession. Therefore,
in order to change this urban situation, a new perspective is required.

A process-reverse strategy gives
an possibility to change recession
to an opportunity. This strategy is
25
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Benefit-time financial model
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to combine natural restoration process and economic stagnant phenomenon. This is to make real estate value increased by maximizing
ecological qualities, through natural
restoration process, during recession, and to use the changed quality as a resource for new intervention after the recession. Through
this, its opportunity cost during recession is offset at the stage of new
intervention after recession. In this
process, the nature is considered
as a catalyst and a crucial factor to
make new intervention, rather than
auxiliary ornament of architecture
or urban design.

Strategic issues;
Protection and catalyst for
nature restoration

Therefore, urban design focuses
on how to make natural restoration
process maximize, and to manage
and use its nature quality continuously. The green area which is
made by this process becomes a
flexible landscape-urban-carpet to
house diverse urban function and
to adapt to varieties of economic
situations.

The first condition of spatial separation is made by a physical barrier.
The barrier has a function to make
the subject land secure and intact.
River or fence can function like the
barrier. This is a spatial catalyst to
make restoration emerge. In fact,
CSM plot of Breda has been protected from public by a fence, and
in the site, the natural restoration
process is already in progress. Especially, an abandoned small pond
in the site is functioning as a valuable nest of diverse birds developing sound ecology. The restoration
potential is a quality which the site
already has. The important thing is
how to manage and drive the restoration process, and after that,

Natural restoration process can be
defined as formulation of barrier
and ecology management process.
Therefore, security and management of the vacant lands is one of
the most important things to make
the project successful. As a result,
spatial strategy in relation with separation between urban fabric and
the vacant land, and accessibility
under management is a crucial issue of this design.

how to use the natural quality as
an asset. Ecology which reaches at
a certain stage by restoration process occupies a particular position
under a bigger ecological structure.
(Directorate, 2008) Therefore, the
restored ecology needs to be connected with a bigger system. The
process of separation and connection decides ecological quality and
speed of restoration. All in all, separation and network between the
ecology and human activities in the
design is crucial issues.

Conceptual model
for ecosystem degradation and restoration (Directorate,
2008)
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Economic structure change
as a spatial possibility

water management policy
(Room for water)
+
redevelopment process

←

Urban porosity

Space for
water detention

Finencial Resource
to re-vitalize neighbourhood & to construct water system

+

←

€

Integrated approach as solution

Finencial & Functional Solution;
Water system as catalyst of
redevelopment and natural
restoration

Room for water
(The existing Urban water
management policy)

←

Climate change
as a finencial Resource

Temporary use

Growing nature

Nature restoration
during recession time

Recession as a opportunity
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Combination of a water management and redevelopment process
gives an opportunity to revitalize the
site. This is an integrated approach
to combine reciprocal needs. Rising
sea level and increase of heavy rain
fall by climate change require improvement of urban water system
in the Netherlands(Arnold, Bos, &
Doef, 2011), and at the same time,
the vacant lands need a new investment to catalyze its development
and to manage the natural restoration process.

ter infrastructure to the vacant
lands. Through this transaction, the
vacant lands can have a tool and
resource to manage and boost its
natural restoration process. Water
ways for the urban drainage formulate a barrier to secure the vacant
lands. Detention system to contain
the storm water promotes the ecology development through frequent
inundation and at the same time
function as a land purification system by washing the soil contamination.
This is to combine urban structure
change by economic fluctuation
with infra construction against climate change from macroscopic

point of view. As mentioned earlier, economic structural change
mutates urban structure of Breda
to a sponge structure with porosity. The urban vacant spaces which
are made through this process
are combined with urban drainage
system, and thus play a new role.
Through this, the vacant lands are
changed from a worthless space
to a foundation to make new urban
system and structure.
All in all, this is not only an integrated approach to combine urban
problem and environment problem,
but also an adaptive strategy to use
the existing characteristic as a quality.

Conceptual model for water manage system

The vacant lands provide a space
to contain storm water and urban
runoff to the city, and the city gives
finencial resources to develop wa29

Delta and Breda

Locational characteristic of Breda
Breda is located in edge between delta and
Brabant sandy landscape and on network
of Brabant waterways (Projectbureau Vrolijks, 2011). As a result, ground water level of
the city is relatively high comparing to other
Brabant cities. Increasing sea level and the
high ground water level increase risk of a
drainage problem like groundwater flooding in the inner city.(RIBA, 2009) Moreover,
River Mark which passes through the city is
an additional risk factor. In fact, flooding of
River Mark has been a problem of Breda,
and the city has worked to slow down water flow of the river. (Environment Agency,
2010)
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Urban detention system and porosity

Figures in circles
Multi-functional urban detention system
in Rotterdam

Multi-functional
detention system

+

Urban Scale
Landscape

Water Loop as a strategic intervention Multi-functionality of loop
A ditch line is proposed as a strategic intervention to change the
vacant lands into an urban scale
landscape, catalyzing its nature
restoration process. Through a long
term process, the ditch gradually changes the urban structure, by
playing diverse roles; storm water
management, recreation, spatial
quality improvement, restoration
catalyst, and security.
The ditch line combines fragmented subject areas, and then creates
a outline which plays a role as a
backbone for the future interventions. This starts from a small water
line. As time goes by, the water line
gradually evolves through topological chages caused by temorary
uses and strategic real estate developments. As a result, the small
ditch line is changed to a strong urban water system.

Firstly, this is an urban device to restore the deteriorated spatical quality of those neighbourhoods by substituting fences which are currently
protecting the abandoned spaces,
and thus, it functions as a catalyst
to boost neighbourhood development. Secondly, this also secures
the individual properties to obstruct
accesses from non-stakeholers.
Thirdly, from ecological point of
view, the lands are protected by
the particular barrier from ecologically disturbing factors, and thus,
the natural restoration process is
obtimized. Lastly, the water line
functions as an attraction to provide
recreational functions.
From a perspective of landscape
urbanism as a morphological strategy (Gray, 2006), the water loop is
a strategy to boost the redevelopment process and to make a multi-functional landscape.

Abandoned area of Breda and fence

Programs and Loop

Evolution of Water system
Connected with
urban drainage system

Fragmented Pond
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Loop

Functioning water system
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Topological change by temporary use

Improvement
by intervention
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Spatial framework

Urban porosity and water system
Sugar cluster as a strategic location and Water loop as a catalyst,
for redevelopment and urban restructuring

Neighbourhood

Retention

Detention

Urban runoff

Program

Water line as a
ecological barrier
Lake

Water machine

HSL Station
Water Line

Water Line

Inner City
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Spatial framework; water
system, green structure, and
program

water, and through the water line,
neighbourhood runoff is moved to
the river, and water machine.

Water lines are planned as a loop
shape in order to connect fragmented plots and to make a barrier
of vacant lands. The loop becomes
a backbone to manipulate the existing urban structure, as well as
a physical barrier to define urban
open space.

Along a rail way, a green axis is
formulated by connecting urban
ecology of the vacant lands in local
level and rural ecology of the urban
edge in regional scale. This green
axis becomes a medium to unite urban life and rural leisure activities,
as a main connection to link the two
spaces.

From ecological perspective, the
loop forms a boundary for natural
restoration, and from a perspective
of water system, it is connected with
the existing water system; lake, water machine, and river. In the vacant lands, detention and retention
system is made to manage storm

Urban programs such as residence,
office, recreation, and commercial
facilities are located in inter-space
between the two axis; green and
water. The diverse programs are
gradually developed based on the
two linear eco-qualities, in flexible
and organic way.
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Urban-Rural Connection
& Train line

Strategy

From fighting vacancy to enjoying porosity

Typology of detention system
Dry condition

Typology of detention system
Wet condition
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Strategy

From fighting vacancy to enjoying porosity
Unity and fragment in framework
Step 1.
Separated reservoir with
linear shape

Step 2.
Connecting water flows

Step 3.
Complete water system

Regular model

Plot

Plot

Plot

Plot

Strategic model

Plot

Plot

Individual plot
& Intervention

Plot

Plot

Flexibility and fragments between
new diverse interventions is regulated, through managing boundaries and areas of interventions like
a diagram of the left side, Individual
plot & Intervention. In order to maximize diversity of each plot, but at
the same time to maintain spatial
qualities of the green axis, development boundaries are restricted to
certain areas. Intervention of each
plot is adjusted based on the spatial
framework. However, development
feasibility is supported by maintaining the existing development density. Greenery which is restored in
each plot is connected with each
other, and thus, a series of collective greenery formulates one bigger
green axis.
Until recovering of real estate market, each land is used for temporary
programs based on urban social
needs in diverse ways. This temporary activity makes spatial qualities
of plots become richer, and at the
same time, the land owners benefit from renting systems concerning
temporary uses.

Intervention

Temporary use
Plot

Plot

Plot

Plot

Plot

Assemblage
Manipulation of water system and topological change
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Strategy

From fighting vacancy to enjoying porosity
Win-win system
stakeholders
Real estate investment
Economic reboost

+
Temporary use
Social needs and land management

+
Natural restoration
Recession time

+
Water management & Area protection
Detention / Retention

+

High speed lane

Temporary reserved
Vacancy consolidation
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among

This project is based on inter-dependence by reciprocal coordination through an integrated approach. As mentioned earlier, the
city authority secures urban space
for water management, and on the
other hand, land owners can increase their real estate value by taking water infrastructure and ecology
which can be used for new interventions. Instead of buying lands to
make water system, the water area
belongs to individual land owners.
However, the water area is used for
public purpose like a shared space
of neighbourhood. Through this, the
water system and individual plots
interact with each other, spatially. In
addition, temporary use, by citizen
participation during recession time
makes continuous benefit by ranting system, and at the same time,
maintains spatial and ecological
qualities of lands.
Public participation and reciprocal
relationship between stakeholder
are essential elements of this project. Especially, public participation
increases sustainability and efficiency of the project.(Amado, Santos, Moura, & Silva, 2010) The symbiotic relation is a design strategy to
make sure feasibility of the project.

Citizen
Management

Space

→
←

Eco-infrastructure
land owner
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Authority

3. Design

Design

Urban Restructuring
by Redevelopment Process

Design

Urban restructuring process

3.1. Urban Restructuring by Redevelopment Process

STEP 1. MAKING WATER SYSTEM
Abandoned old industrial areas are
combined into a territory by a water
line, and function as a storm water
management system. Urban landscape and water detention system
are combined into one system. This
open space functions as an urban
carpet for future development. Dirt
from ditch construction is put in the
site to minimize its construction
cost. This earth changes topology
of the vacant lands, promoting eco
system restoration.

Concept sketch
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Design

Urban restructuring process

STEP 2. NATURAL RESTORATION

STEP 3. TEMPORARY USE

Sufficient water supply and physical
barrier by the water line help natural restoration process. Frequent
inundation by rain water maximizes natural development of vegetation. Not only does this restoration
process improve ecological quality
of the site, but also it changes soil
quality, gradually. In additon, detention system helps the purification of
urban run-off through frequent inundations.(Stanley, 1996)

During recession time when there
is no demands from real estate
market, each plots of the site are
used for temporary uses for management and urban social needs;
community garden, sports, event,
orchard, camping, animal garden,
temporary house and office area for
students and entrepreneur starter.

These temporary uses make additional topological change of the site,
and thus, the results make the urban water system more improved.
This land management system improves spatial quality of the lands
and develop those amenities. As
a result, the temporary uses of the
lands function as catalysts to attract
future developments.

WET LAND
EVENT

TEMPORARY
OFFICE

SPORTS
ANIMAL FARM
CAMPING
TEMPORARY
HOUSE
ENERGY
ORCHARD

COMMUNITY
GARDEN
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Design

Urban restructuring process

STEP 4. DENSIFICATION of
Neighbourhood

STEP 5. RE-DEVELOPMENT &
SOFT EDGE

The well-developed green axis
changes its neighbourhood areas
to attractive lands for development.
North part adjacent to the landscape is one of the oldest modern
neighbourhood districts. After 10
years, most of those buildings will
become more than 50 year old condition to need urban renewal. At that
point, combination of well-developed landscape and urban renewal
needs promote urban gentrification,
and thus urban becomes denser. Its
urban structure is changed slowly.

Sound nature quality, amenities
by temporary uses and urban vibrant activities from dense neighbourhood change the green axis
to attractive and promising location
for new urban interventions. New
re-developments are planned using
the existing water system and the
green quality, formulating soft edge
between urban fabric and green.
Individual plots are connected with
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each other through roads inside
the landscape. This green urban
cluster is connected with industrial
districts of urban edge and bigger
ecologies in rural of city outside.
Through this spatial continuity, urban centre and edge are integrated
into one network and one system.
This strategy proposes a new sustainable life style, by dis-mantling a
border between urban and rural in
traditional urban planning, and by
combining advantages from each
other.(Knight & Riggs, 2010)

Design

Soft Edge & Water sensitive Design

Design

Soft edge & Water sensitive design

3.2. Soft Edge & Water sensitive design

HIGH RISE

MIDDLE RISE

LOW RISE

HIGH DENSITY
MIDDLE DENSITY
LOW DENSITY

Density Matrix

Room for water

Catalyst of
redevelopment

Urban detention Spatial quality
Wetland and ditch
system

Water sensitive
design

Intervention
using the existing
quality

Soft edge as an urban-rural Water sensitive design as a
connection
potential of the locations.
The new landscape park which is
constructed in the vacant lands
becomes an urban carpet for the
future development. New interventions on the carpet are defined as
a new edge between urban and
landscape. This new urban belt
functions as a bridge to connect urban with nature. In doing so, working, living, and leisure are seamlessly combined. This integrated
urban structure is connected with
water system, and forms a sustainable circular system. Each plot
is planned based on relations between the existing ecological quality and required architectural needs.
The next chapter is a research by
design about how density and the
existing quality can be combined
and what kind of possibilities the location has.
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Combination of a water management strategy, Room for water, and
redevelopment process changes
the vacant lands to a landscape
park with an urban scale detention
system. Spatial condition of this
manipulated land by the detention
system is used for the new future
interventions, as an asset. Buildings and lands are combined into a
sustainable circular system, by connected in functional ways as well
as in spatial ways, using water. In
doing so, this landscape functions
as a circular system not only under
architectural scale, but also under
urban scale.

- Reduces water pollution
- Decrease flood risk
- Greater security of water supply
- Improves ecosystem health
- Helps communities connect with water
- Erases the urban heat island effect

SCENARIO D

SCENARIO C

SCENARIO B

SCENARIO A
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Design

Soft edge & Water sensitive design

Dry Condition

Wet Condition

SCENARIO A
LOW DENSITY

(IABR, 2014)

A Community garden changes to a
residence district with low density.
Not only does urban farming contribute self-sufficient food production, but also mutate the location
into high quality residential area
through production of diverse vegetation and communal space. This
ecological quality and agricultural
lands are used as gardens after
residence construction, and con54

sidered as an extension of residential space. Through this, the low
dense residences are seamlessly
overlapped with the existing spatial
quality. In order to minimize ecological disturbance, each house is
constructed in organic way through
long term. Further, additional construction of ditch for agricultural use
improves the water system by increasing water area.
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Design

Soft edge & Water sensitive design

STEP 1. Water system
Wetland and storm water management

STEP 2. Natural restoration
Formulating ecology and purification

STEP 4. Detached House
Organic development using the existing qualities

STEP 3. Temporary Use
Community garden
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Design

Soft edge & Water sensitive design
Dry Condition

Dry Season

Wet Condition

Dry Condition

SCENARIO B
MID DENSITY
A sports park is changed to a mixed
used area with mid density. Detention areas inundated during raining
time are used as sports field, and
dry areas house temporary houses and commercial facilities. Wetlands and amenities developed
around the water way function as
attractions for the next intervention.
Buildings of diverse functions are
arranged around the amenities, and
form urban blocks.

Wet Condition
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Wet Season
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Design

Soft edge & Water sensitive design

STEP 1. Water system
Wetland and storm water management

STEP 4. Mid dense urban block with mixed use
Organic development around the existing sports and recreation amenities

STEP 2. Natural restoration
Formulating ecology by seeding and
detention area

STEP 3. Temporary Use
Sports park and temporary housing and
commercial facilities
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Design

Soft edge & Water sensitive design

SCENARIO C
HIGH DENSITY
The area next to the Breda central station is defined as a combination of high dense offices and
landscape. The subject location
integrates landscape and dense
urban fabric through concentration
of office buildings and connection
of greenery. This location func-

Dry Condition

tions auxiliary roles of the central
station; small temporary offices for
entrepreneurial starters, and urban
park with recreational function. Depending on economic situations,
this area gradually changes to high
dense office block in organic way.

Dry Condition

Wet Condition

Wet Condition
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Design

Soft edge & Water sensitive design

STEP 1. Water system
Wetland and storm water management

STEP 4. Office block
Organic development around water line improving water system

STEP 2. Natural restoration and parking lot
Green and transportation; Auxiliary function
of central station

STEP 3. Temporary Use
Temporary office area and recreation
use for central station
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Design

Soft edge & Water sensitive design
Forest
Ecology and Recreation

Residence and office
Intervention

Wet land and lake
Water purification

SCENARIO D
LANDSCAPE
The previous CSM area is planned
to a wet land for water purification.
A series of wetland composition is
related with water purification process in natural way. In the first step,
the detention is used as a nursery
through controlling its water height.
Concentrated cultivation of vegetation and supply of high nutrient water
increase cultivation efficiency and
minimize nurturing time of green66

ery in the landscape. After the step,
the detention system is changed
to wetland, and functions as water
purification system. The manipulated environment by well-developed
wetlands is exploited as lands for
high quality residences and offices.
Through this, natural water purification system and urban functions are
integrated.
An outline of a triplicate shore-pond system for grey water purification (Günther, 1995)
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Design

Soft edge & Water sensitive design

Detention area as nursery

STEP 1. Water system
Wetland and water purification system

STEP 2. Natural restoration
Detention system as nursery
STEP 4. Functional waterscape and water sensitive development
Organic development around water system

STEP 3. Temporary Use
Eco park and event field
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Design

Soft edge & Water sensitive design
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Design

Conclusion
Composition plan
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Design

Conclusion
Bird eye view
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Design

Conclusion
Concluding Remark
The aim of this design is to explore
and propose a urban model which
can meet social needs and economic feasibility by restructuring
the urban structure with porosity.
Therefore, economic condition and
social needs are used as a main
design strategy for urban restructuring. Environmental needs to improve the urban water system corresponding to the climate change
is combined with the existing urban structure with porosity, and
thus, urban vacancy is changed to
a space to store rain water. This
spatial strategy is combined with a
process strategy. Through nature
restoration process and reverse of
a development process, economic
feasibility is ensured. In this strategy, recession is used as an opportunity to boost real estate value by
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growing nature.
A landscape is proposed as a
spatial medium to integrate the
two strategies. The landscape is
considered as not scenery, but a
working system to restructure the
existing urban system. Landscape
urbanism is dealt as a methodology to achieve the urban vision, and
a development scenario based on
flexible green structure is proposed
as a solution. However, the aim of
the green landscape is not to make
green itself, but to make the urban
fabric changed through the intervention. From a perspective of ‘research by design’, exploring a new
urban vision and localized methods
which can response to macroscopic
changes such as Globalization and
economic structure change, are the
final aim of the design chapter.
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